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Complexity lower bounds for computation trees 
with elementary transcendental function gates 
Abstract 
We consider computation trees which admit as gate functions along with the usual arithmetic 
operations also algebraic or transcendental functions like exp, log, sin, square root (defined in 
the relevant domains) or much more general Pfaffian fimctions. A new method for proving 
lower bounds on the depth of these trees is developed which allows to prove a lower bound 
Q( JlogN) for testing membership to a convex polyhedron with N facets of all dimensions. 
provided that N is large enough. 
1. Pfaffian computation trees 
Definition 1. By a Pfaffian computation tree 3 we mean a generalization of an alge- 
braic decision tree (see e.g. [1,4, 12,28-301) in which at any node 1: of .P a Pfaffian 
function ,f; in the variables Xl,. ,X, (see Definition A.2 in the Appendix) is attached, 
which satisfies the following properties. Let f!,,,, . , _fi., . ,f; +, = .f; bc the functions at- 
tached to all the nodes along the branch IT, of .F leading from the root L’~ to I’. We 
assume that Pfaffian function .fi, satisfies the following differential equation 
with cl,,, t Lw[X,,. ,X,i;,, Uo,. , U/,1]. The tree .Y branches at 1: to its three sons 
according to the sign of .f;. (cf. [ 11). Thereby, to each node c one can naturally assign 
a semi-Pfaffian set U,- c R” (see Definition A.3 in the Appendix) consisting of all the 
points for which the sign conditions for functions along the branch cP,. are valid. Thus, 
to three sons of c‘ one assigns the semi-Pfaflian sets Ur n {.f; > 0}, U,. n {,f;. = 0}, 
I/, f> {,f; < 0}, respectively. We assume that .fi is defined on a certain domain (see 
Definition A.2) containing U,.. To any leaf of .!7 an output either “yes” or “no” is 
assigned and we say that .F tests the membership problem to the set of all points 
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(Xl,... ,x,) E R” for which the outputs of the corresponding leaves of ,F are “yes” 
(see PII 
Note that a more general notion of a Pfaffian sigmoid was introduced in [IO] and a 
method for obtaining lower bounds on the (parallel) complexity was developed. 
If we take only arithmetic operations as the gate Pfaffian functions ,fL, in 3 then we 
come to the algebraic computation trees (see e.g. [l]). As examples of gate Pfaffian 
functions fU one could take exp(&), log(fc,), where log is defined on the positive 
half-line, a, where square root is defined on the positive half-line, sin(fc,), where 
sin is defined on the interval (-n, 7c), tan(f& where tan is defined on the interval 
(-7c/2,7c/2), 0 <q < /. Other examples can be found in Section A. 1 of the Appendix. 
Trees F restricted to some special classes of Pfaffian functions (for instance, those 
mentioned above) can be of particular interest, but since we are interested in the 
complexity lower bounds we shall consider arbitrary Pfaffian functions. 
Suppose that the degrees degg,,j of the polynomials occurring in the definition of 
the gate functions fi, in cY are less than d. 
Now we are able to formulate the main result of the paper. This result was announced 
in [lS]. 
Theorem. Let a Pfafian computation tree 3 test a membership problem to a closed 
convex polyhedron P c R”, having N jitcets of all the dimensions. Then the depth K 
of F is greater than Q(e), provided thut N 2 (dn)R(“4’ogd). 
In [ 1 I] a particular case of the theorem for n = 2, when P is a polygon, was proved. 
Several methods based on topological characteristics are known for obtaining com- 
plexity lower bounds for algebraic computation trees testing membership to a semial- 
gebraic set S c R”. In [I], the bound Q(log C) was proved, where C is the number 
of connected components of S or its complement, in [3,4,28] the bound s2(log x) was 
proved, where x is the Euler characteristic. The most general (among the listed) bound 
Q(logB) was proved in [3,29], where B is the sum of Betti numbers of S. 
Actually one could directly extend these results to Pfaffian computation trees, replac- 
ing in the proofs the references to Milnor’s bound [23] on the sum of Betti numbers of 
a semialgebraic set by the references to Khovanskii’s bound [20] for the sum of Betti 
numbers of a semi-Pfaffian set. This leads to the following proposition [ 1 11. V a Pff- 
fian computation tree tests the membership problem to a semi-PfuJian set W Gth 
the sum of Betti numbers 3, then the depth of the tree is greater than Q(m) 
[ill. 
There is a conjecture that the bound in [20] could be improved (see Section A.1 in 
the Appendix). This conjecture implies the lower bounds Q(logN) in the theorem and 
Q(logg) in the proposition from [11], respectively. 
Observe that as the sum of Betti numbers of a convex polyhedron equals 1, the 
theorem does not follow, apparently, from the proposition. Note that in [12] the com- 
plexity lower bound S2(logN) was proved for testing membership to a polyhedron 
with N facets by an algebraic decision tree (for large enough N, cf. the theorem). 
In [30] a similar bound was shown for a weaker model of linear decision trees. The 
method from [ 121 cannot be directly generalized to Pfaffian computation trees. since 
in [ 121 the efficient quantifier elimination procedure for the first-order theory of reals 
(see [9, 14, 17,241) was essentially used whereas for the theories involving Pfafian 
functions (in particular, elementary transcendental) the quantifier elimination does not 
exist. 
We remark that the computations involving other functions, rather than arithmetic. 
were considered in several papers: in [ 181, for the computations involving root extrac- 
tions, a lower bound for computing an algebraic function was obtained, in [ 131 this 
result was extended for the computations involving exp and log. 
We mention that for testing membership to a polyhedron an upper bound 0( log N‘I 
#(’ ) was shown in [22] even for linear decision trees. 
Now we proceed to the proof of the theorem which will continue up to the end of 
Section 3. 
We start with introducing some necessary concepts and notations. In Section 2 WI: 
introduce the notion of i-angle points and prove that the set of i-angle points has the 
dimension at most i. This notion differs from the concept of sharp points introduced and 
used in [12], the latter does not work for Pfaffian computation trees. In Section 3 wt: 
introduce and study another important technical concept, flat points. All the necessary 
information about Pfaffian functions and sub-Pfaffian sets is included in the Appendix 
(in which the numbering of all the statements, definitions and sections begins with A). 
For an m-plane Q c R” and a point x E. R” denote by Q(X) the m-plane, collinear to 
Q and containing X. For a facet I7 of the polyhedron P denote by n the dim( ll )-plane. 
containing I7 (we assume a facet to be open, i.e. without its boundary). 
Two planes Ql, Q2 or arbitrary dimensions are called transversal if 
dim(Ql(0) f’Q,(O)) = max{O.dim(Q~(O)) + dim(Qz(0)) ~ II}. 
The proofs of the following two easy lemmas can be found in [ 121 (Lemma I is 
also proved in [5]). 
Lemma 2. Therr exists a rotation of ~oordinatrs XI.. .X,, sigh thut ufit’r tl7i.c rota 
tim ,fbr rwr~~ j, ewry Q E d, awl j01 ewry ,firwt II of P. thr suhsp~rc~r Q md tlw 
plmc Tii htmnie transwrsul. 
In what follows we suppose that the coordinate system meets the requirements of 
Lemma 2. Now we reduce consideration to the case when the polyhedron P is bounded. 
The next construction follows the beginning of the proof of Lemma 5 1121. 
Let t be the minimal dimension of facets of P. Fix a certain t-facet P, of I’, 
then t-plane Pt is contained in P. On each facet l7 of P choose a point _YI/ E n. Take 
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an arbitrary hyp~~lane a transversal to P, and such that the points x11 for all facets 
II of P lie in the same of two open half-spaces of 88” ?G (denote this half-space by 
Z). Consider the polyhedron P I? (C U CT>, it contains a facet of a dimension less than 
t. Continuing this process while t >, 1, we come eventually to the case 1 = 0, i.e. 
polyhedron P’ obtained as a result of this process has a vertex. 
There exists a linear form L = /?I& + . + - -I- /i’,&c with & E R, 1 < a‘<~l, such that 
for every y E R an i~~~rsec~ion P = (L -t- 1’ 2 0) Ti P’ is compact. Take y such that 
xn E (L -I- y 20) f? P’ for all U. 
In order to reduce consideration to the compact polyhedron Y, observe that from 
a Pfaffian computation tree of depth K for the membership roblem to P, one can 
easily produce a Pfafian computation tree of a depth at most K + n for the member- 
ship problem to P”. Assuming that the theorem is valid for the compact I”‘, and thus 
K + pt 3 f2( @), we get a similar bound K 2: Jz( m) under the supposed in- 
equality for N in the hypothesis of the theorem. Therefore, in what follows we assume 
that P is bounded. 
In Section A.2 a sequence 
of nonstandard extensions of fields is introduced. One can choose in each !%;+I an 
element infinitesimal relative to &. We denote these elements, respectively, by 
61 E RI, {S,“’ E R{/-r)(nz+*)+~+t : 1 G.LPG.n - 1, 1<jGzn2 + I>, 
62 E F?~-~n”+n+l, E3 E &ti-d+n+2 (the reason for these notations would become clear 
later on). To match the notations denote the fields RI = R,, , iR+_~ )~n~+l),.j+~ = EwB~,~, 
l<t<n - 1, 1Gj<n2 + I, Rn~_n23n+l = Iw,,, lR,+_-n~+n+2 = R,,, respectively. Fdr 
brevity set also 5%~ = iRn~__n~+lr = iw,,,,~,,,. The completion (see Section A.2) for any 
I,- L 
sub-Pfafhan set U (see Definition A.4) we denote by UC@ = U@‘-nzf’), U(Q) = 
U(n’--n2+n+2). Analogously we denote the languages (see Section A.2) 96 = LZn”_++,,, 
ZY@ = LY&-&+r, 9, = 9n1_-n’+n+2. In Section A.2, for each i the standard part 
sti is described. Actually, throughout he paper we will use in almost all the cases 
~t,3_,2+,,, which we will for brevity denote by st (on occasions we will also use 
.%,.i .--n’+rr+ 1 9 which we denote by st,,). 
Consider a Pfafhan computation tree 9 testing the membership to P with depth K. 
Fix any of its branches with the output ‘“yes”, and let f,, . . . , fc, be the Pfaffian func- 
tions attached to the nodes along this branch. We rename the functions i j&, . . . , It.hlK 
by ~0, . . . . UK in such a way that ~0,. . , UK,, for a certain Kt <K, correspond to the 
sign zero, and uKII-t > O,..., uK > 0 correspond to nonzero signs along the branch. 
More precisely, consider a semi-Pfa~an set (see Definition A.3) 
w = (X f IF!;! : u&) = . I. = U&(X) = 0, u&+1(x) > 0 )... ,UK(X) > O), 
which is the accepting set ~o~esponding to the branch. Then the set W n R” is the 
set of points on which 9” along the fixed branch outputs “yes”, hence W f~ Rn c P. 
Since the functions ug . . . . ,ut; are defined over R, the completion (see Section A.2) 
(W n R”)(“‘f = IV. In the sequel we will estimate the number of i-facets II of P such 
that dim(W1717nRn)=i. 
When k’, < 0 the set (W n R’*) lies in the interior of P, so this estimate is trivial. 
Therefore, we assume that KI 20 and denote .f = uf, i + I&, . 
2. Angle points 
Definition 2. A point s E IV is called a ~-quasiangle if Q,+,(X) 2 c,, . , . t+&) 2 I:, . 
and there exist points ~1,. . . , _rl* E (f - c3 = 0) such that the Euclidean distances. 
//?:i -x// 6~2, 1 didn, and 
det : CO! 
Observe that Corollary A.5 states that for any point y E {.I‘ = i:s} c Ri;4 the gradient 
grad,.{ f > = ( Z.f/c!Xi , . . . 1 ~.~~~~~~)(~v) does not vanish. Notice that the inequality (0) in 
the definition means that the absolute value of the determinant of the matrix formed 
by the nol~l~alized gradient vectors of ,f at the points ~1,. , . . .ytl is greater than i:i. 
Definition 3. A point x E W is called ~-q~asian~le (O<i < n) if for each {n - i)-- 
subspace I7 f &,l_; (see Lemma 1) the point x is a 0-quasiangle point in the semi.- 
Pfaffian set W f’ n(x) (here we understand 0-quasiangle with respect to a basis in 17 
whose elements are from R”, in other words have coordinates from R, the role of ,/’ 
plays the restriction of ,f on n(x)). 
The set of i-quasiangle points of IV we denote by &. Observe that ;ii can bc 
dete~ined by a Pfaffian formula and thus is a sub-Pfaf~an set (see definition A.4). 
Definition 4. The points of the set Ai = .~?(A,) c R’j are called i-angle. 
Lemma A.7 implies that Ai is sub-Pfa~an and definable over RI. Due to Lemma 
A.4, A; c W. 
Lemma 3. Let Pi he un iyfbcet qf’ P v’ith cihrnsiori (see lhfinitiorz A.5) dim( W rl 
P,) = i. I_f‘ jhr two points 2 E W ri 52” n Pi nml x E P:“’ the distance j/x - S/j iy 
injnitesimui rrlutice to R, the?2 x E Ai. 
Remark. Actually, the lemma states that x E Ai since x = st(x) E sr(,;li) = Ai. 
Proof of the Lemma. Since dim( W n Pi> = i, Lemma A. 1 implies that ,f’ vanishes on 
P,. Throughout this paper B,(s) c R$ denotes the open ball centred at L with radius 
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s. There exists 0 < c E R such that uj(X) > c, K1 + 1 ,<j<K, therefore there exists 
0 < r E 58 such that u,(y) > c/2, KI + I < j<K for any y E &(2u) n R”, taking into 
account that the Pfaffian functions uj are defined over 17% According to the transfer 
principle (see Section A.2) Uj(y) > c/2, Kl + 1 <j <K for any y E B,-(2~) n E$. In 
particular, Uj(X) > c/2 > ~1, K1 + 1 <j <K. 
Fix an arbitrary subspace II E &n-i. Our purpose is to show that x is 0-quasiangle 
in the set W n n(x), which will imply the lemma (see Definition 3). Since Zl is 
transversal to P;, the point x is a vertex of the polyhedron 9 = (P n Z~‘(X))~“~) (see 
Lemma 2 and the supposition just after it). The vertex x belongs to at least n - i of 
(n - i - 1)-facets (of the maximal dimension) of 9. Observe that for each of these 
facets the normalized orthogonal (in n(x)) vector has the coordinates in R. Choose 
any TI, . . , T,_; among these facets. 
Notice that for any point y E c/(&(r)) n rWzX (where cl denotes the closure in the 
topology with a base of all open balls) the inequalities uj(y) > ~1, K1 + 1 <j <K 
hold since cl(B,Jr)) c B,-(2~). Hence, nK,+, ,,GK{J‘ = 0, & Uj >a~}(~‘~) f’ c/(&(r)) = 
{f = 0}(‘:7) n d(B,(r)). 
Denote by 9 c IT(x) the intersection of the unique closed cone .X with the ver- 
tex at x formed in n(x) by (n - i - I)-planes ri , . . ,T,_i containing 9, with the 
ball cl(B,(r)). For any point z E {f = ~3) n Ii’(x) n cl(B,(r)) we have it,&) 
E {f = 0) nZI(x)ncl(B,(r)), due to Lemma A.4. Therefore, S&?(Z) E W flcl(B,(r))n 
n(x) c 9 ncl(B,(r)) c 9, in particular the distance p(z, 9) from the point z to the set 
9 is infinitesimal relative to [WI:?. Since the set {f = ej} n II(x) n cl(B,(r)) is closed 
in the topology with a base of all open balls, and bounded, the maximum value po of 
p(z,9) over all the points z E {f = 63) n n(x) n cl(B,(r)) exists (here we use the 
transfer principle), and is infinitesimal relative to &. 
Shift (in n(x)) each of (n - i - 1)-planes rl,. . , r,_, parallel to itself outward from 
9 to the distance po. Denote the resulting shifted (n - i - I)-planes by T’, , . . ,rl_,, 
respectively. Denote by x’ the (unique) common point of r: n fl TL_;. Denote by 
9’ the intersection of the closed cone X’ formed by ri,. . . , Tlpi, having the vertex 
in x’, with the ball ~l(B,~(r)). Then {f = Q} n n(x) n cl(B,(r)) c 2’. Observe that 
the distance 11x - x’/l is infinitesimal relative to R,,. 
We replace (n - i - 1 )-planes FJ!, 1 d j <n - i (in n(x)), by some (n - i - 1 )-planes 
qy, 1 <j <n - i, respectively, in the following way. Take any hyperplane Q (in II(x)), 
defined over [ws, such that the intersection Cl = ,Q n K c 2. Then Cl is an (n - i - l)- 
dimensional simplex, let its (n - i - 2)-facets which are the intersections of Sz with 
Ti,. , Tn-i, respectively, be determined in Q by the equations {Li = 0}, 1 <j dn - i, 
for some linear polynomials L, defined over Rd. Thus Cl = {Ll 20,. ,L,_i aO> n 52. 
Consider now the (n - i - 1 )-dimensional simplex Cl = {L, + ~2 > 0,. . . , L,_i + ~2 3 0} f’ 
Q > Cl. The facets of C’z are {Lj = --Ez} n Q, 1 <j < n - i, and, therefore, they are 
parallel to the corresponding facets of Cl. Denote by *3), 1 <j 6 IZ - i, the hyperplane 
(in n(x)) containing x and {Lj = -cz} n Q. Denote by Yc3) c n(x) the cone formed 
by $3), 1 <j <n - i, containing C2; observe that Xc31 > X. 
We claim that the sine of the angle x between the hyperplanes T, and 7;” (i.e. 
between vectors, orthogonal to r, and T;3’, respectively) is infinitesimal relative to R,,. 
Indeed, consider the unique 2-plane OJ,. I <j < II ~ i. passing through x and orthogonal 
to {L, = 0} n R. It intersects the (n -- i ~ 2)-plane {Lj = 0} f’ Q (respectively. the 
(II ~ I ~ 2)-plane {L, = -Q} n Q) at the unique point y, (respectively, yi3)). Observe 
that the vector in ~1, orthogonal to the line /, passing through x and ~1, (respectively. 
the line /:‘I passing through .Y and J{“) is orthogonal to 7, (respectively. T;31). The 
segment (~3,. J‘, “‘) lies on the line (II, n Sz and is orthogonal to {L, = 0) n Q. Hence the 
distance between the (n-i-2)-planes {L, = O}nQ and {L, = -i:2}nn, which is equal 
to the length of the segment [~‘,,_r$~)], is infinitesimal relative to BP+,. Since the angle 
x equals the angle between the lines /, and /,t3’. we conclude that sin Y is infinitesimal 
relative to W,,. taking into account that in the triangle (x, J‘,_ _t’, ‘3)) the vertices .I- and 
~3, are delincd over R,j, therefore the sides (x, J’,) and (.Y,J.~‘)) are not infinitesimal 
relative to W,, and (_r;, ~3;~) ) is infinitesimal relative to R&j. This proves the claim. 
Let us show that there exists an element 0 < /I E R,_ such that for any two 
points -1 E iCr , 22 t i! C2 from the boundaries (see Definition A.8 (here we mean the 
boundary in the hyperplane Q)), the sine of the angle between the lines (.I-.:, ) and 
(x,=2) is greater than or equal to p. Since both points ~1.~2 range over bounded closed 
sets, there exists (due to the transfer principle) the minimum /j of these sines. Observe 
that /j > 0 since iCt n PC2 = fl. One could define the element /I by a formula of the 
language Y’,:. Therefore, /j E R,, by the transfer principle, as was to be shown. 
Note that the cones .X and X’ are isometric. We define the desired (n-i- I )-planes 
7,“. I <,j </l-i, as the images of r, , 
-_(3) 
respectively, under the shift mapping the cone .%’ 
onto X’. then the cone J”” formed by T;‘, I <,j < II ~ i, is the image of the cone .Y’” ‘, 
For every 1 <,j <n - i, pick a point x, t (,f‘ = Q} n n(x)nc/ f?,(r) with the property 
that X, is the nearest to T;’ on the (bounded and closed) set {,f’ = ~3) n fl(s)nc/ R,(r). 
Lemma A.4 entails that there exists a point _r‘ E { f‘ = Q} n n(x) n B,.(r) such that 
11-Y ~ >‘/I ‘. fi ‘t 15 m m esimal relative to Iw; _, therefore 11~’ - _r/] is infinitesimal relative to 
[w:. as well, hence the distance from _Xj to T;’ is also infinitesimal relative to R,:. 
Denote by _Yi’ t 7;’ the orthogonal projection of X, on 7;::‘. Let us prove that (IX, ~ .\-‘I] 
is infinitesimal relative to R,,. Since x, t ({,f’ == ~3) 17 n(x) n cl(B,(~))) c V, the 
segment (x,,x~‘) intersects c?.%“’ (here we mean the boundary in U(X)) at the unique 
point .$. Since the sine of the angle ;’ between the lines (s’,.~,) and (x’,~:‘) is greater 
than or equal to the sine of the angle between the lines (x’,x~‘) and (.Y’..$), which, 
in turn, is greater than or equal to /j (see above), we conclude that sin ;~a/’ t Wz~. 
Therefore. 11.~’  XI/ = I/ x, - s~‘]i / sin ;’ is infinitesimal relative to [w,?, 1 <,j <II -- i. 
which was to be proved. Hence, /Is ~~ XI/ 1s infinitesimal relative to [w,~ as well, in 
particular s, E B,(V). 
Observe that the gradient grad,,Cj‘) (where ,f denotes the restriction of ,f’ on n(l), 
cf. Definition 3) does not vanish because x, E {.f‘ = Q} n n(x) (see Corollary A.5) 
and it is orthogonal to the hyperplane 7;:: (in U(X)), as Y is the nearest to T;:’ on 
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the set {f = ~3) Ti Ii’(x) n cl&(r). Since the sines of the angles between any pair of 
hyperplanes q,, ?$ (in n(x)) are greater than a certain c, 0 < c E R, we conclude 
that the sines of the angles between any pair of hyperplanes Fit’, T,y are greater than 
c/2 according to the claim proved above (stating that the sine of the angle between 
Tj, and T,!: is infinitesimal relative to R,). Therefore 
det 
grad,, (.? ) grad.,,(_!) 
Ilgradx,(?)ll”“’ Ilgr4,_,~)ll ’ ” ’ ’ 
for a suitable ct E R. 
Taking the points XI , . . . ,x,-i as the points yr,. . . , yn_i in Definition 2 we get that 
x is 0-quasiangle in the semi-Pfaffian set W n U(x), whence x is i-quasiangle because 
the (n - i)-plane I7 E d,_, was chosen arbitrarily. 0 
Corollary. Let a point X E W n Pi n Iw” und the dimension in the point X 
dim,F( W n Pi) = i, then 
(a) dim -(A. n P!“‘) = i. 
(b) dim;diin P!“‘) = i.’ 1 
Proof. Lemma 3 and the remark following this lemma imply that for any 0 < p E [Wb 
which is infinitesimal relative to R, we have the inclusion (B,-(p) n P,“‘) CA,, this 
provides (a). 
Moreover, Lemma 3 and the remark imply that (B,-(p) n Pl”)) c st(Ai n P)““). Thus, 
(b) follows from Lemma A.8. 0 
Lemma 4. dim(Ai) d i. 
Proof. First let us reduce the proof to the case i = 0, in which &,A0 are defined for 
a set W given by Pfaffian functions ur , . . . , UK defined over [WS (rather than R), see 
Section A.2. 
Thus, let i > 1 and suppose that e = dim(Ai) 3 i+ 1. Due to Corollary A. 1, there exists 
a nonsingular point y E Aj such that dim),(A;) = e. Denote by TV the tangent plane to 
Ai at the point y. Since dim(T,,) = e one can find the (n - i)-subspace li E _&n-i such 
that dim(T, n II(y)) = e - i. Take any (n - e)-subspace R c 17 defined over [Wd for 
which (q,nR(Y)) = {v}. C onsider the linear orthogonal projection rr : Rf, + RF3 onto 
e-subspace along R. Then dim n(T,) = e. Therefore, n(Ai) C rW$ contains e-dimensional 
ball Bncy)(r) for a certain 0 < Y E 1w~ (by the implicit function theorem and the transfer 
principle). 
For any point x E Ai there is a point x’ E Ai such that st(x’) = x, hence St(Z(Ai)) > 
Brr(y)(~). 
By assumption the lemma is valid for the case i = 0. Then for any point z E iw$, 
applying this assumption to the set of O-angle points of the intersection n(z) n W we 
conclude that the sub-Pfaffian set st(I!(z) n 2;) has the dimension at most 0 (taking 
into account Definition 3 of i-quasiangle points and that n(z) is defined over R,). 
Let us show that n(.2;) does not contain a ball B,,.(F~ ) for any 0 < ~1 E R,i and 
tt‘ E iR$I. Assume the contrary, then there exists a point ~$1 E &,.(I., )I-@$. Let 31 E a;Y:; be 
a point- such that n(zj ) = *VI. Denote ff 1 = n(f7), then dim I71 = c< - i, I7 = ?I-’ (n, I. 
Then the following inequalities hold: 
dimst(~~(~~~)n~(~,))~dimst(~~(~r~~)n7,,(~~))=~-i~l. 
On the other hand, ~,~~~~, ) i? ~(2~) = n(k; 17 n(z1 )), and, therefore, 
dimst(TfI (IV, ) n ~(2;)) < dimsr(L2i il U(z, ))<O 
(the latter inequality was proved above). The obtained contradiction shows that ~(‘2, ) 
does not contain a ball &Jr,) for any 0 < 1’1 E R,. 
We claim that for any ball&(r2) c B,(,.,(r) defined over R,,, such that 0 < ~2 E R,,, 
the intersection &,(~)f? ?n(Ai) # 13. Assume the contrary. Then either B,,(Q) c $2,) 
or Bz,(~2)T!n(/l,) = 8. The inclusion &!(P-,)cI $A,) is impossible as was shown above 
If &,(Q) n ~(2,) = 0, then .Q(z~) $ st(~r(;,)), the latter contradicts the inclusions 
.sr(n(.i,)) > Bnc,.)(r) > E,F2(12)(r?/2) of the sets in the space lR$. This proves the claim. 
Because of Lemma A.3, dj~~(~~~(,~~))~t~e - I. Applying Lemma AX we get 
dim(s~(~~~~~j))))~~ - I. 
On the other hand, we shall now prove that .st(?(z(il,))) > B,(,.,(Y). This contradic- 
tion completes the proof of the reduction of the lemma to the case i = 0. Indeed, let 
23 E R,, ),)(r.). Observe that the set D =: (i/z - .zil/’ : z E ?(n(,d,))} is sLlb-Pfa~~~ln. Due 
to Corollary A.4, D is a finite union of points and intervals. Let <I) be the minimal 
among these points and the endpoints of these intervals. Suppose that zs $ s@?( x(,2,))), 
i.e. there does not exist z E ~(~~~~)) such that So = zj. Thus. (u > rf for an element 
0 < r-3 E F&S. It follows that B,,(Q) n i(z(j,)) = @. This contradicts the claim just 
proved. 
Now let i = 0. Suppose the statement of the lemma is wrong and dim(Ao) = s >, 1. 
There is a linear projection 7c : R$ - R$ onto a certain coordinate s-subspace. such 
that ~(A(F) > B;(r) for some I’ E RF, 0 < Y E Rn. Choose an open interval L c B,( r-f 
of the length 2r passing through z.~ 
Our nearest purpose is to prove the existence of a sub-Pfa~an curve (i.c. a one- 
dimensional sub-Pfaffian set) CO c A0 such that n(Co) = L and the mapping 71 : C’(, -- L 
is bijective. This follows from the next, a more general construction. 
Let V c F”. U c F”’ be sub-Pfafian sets where F is one of the fields Ri defined 
in Section A.2 and let (p : V -\ U be a s~~b-Pfa~an snapping (i.e. a n~appitlg with a 
sub-Pfaffian graph). Let us describe one of the possible ways to construct a sub-Pf:dffian 
set F,) c V such that the restriction cp : C’o --+ cp( V) of cp is bijective. 
For every point II E (p(V) take the (unique) point I:,, t I/’ such that t~((c,,) = 21 
according to the fol~o~~ing rule (actually, this rule is quite flexible). 
A projection ;rl(cp~‘(u)) of Q!-‘(U) onto the axis XI is a union of a finite number 
of intervals (with or without endpoints) since n,<~~‘(u)) is sub-Pfaffian (see Corol- 
lary A.4). Let U~,CI~ be the endpoints of the leftmost among these intervals (note that a 
sub-Pfaffian set is always bounded, see Definition A.4). Then ((1, +a:),/2 E nl(<p”‘( u)). 
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Consider the projection rr~((p~‘(u) n {Xl = (al + az)/2}) onto the axis X2. Continuing 
in a similar way, after IZ steps we obtain a point u, = ((al + a2)/2,. . .) E cp-‘(IA). We 
define Vo as a set of all the obtained points v, for all u E cp( V). One can easily prove 
that VO is sub-Pfaffian and the mapping 40 : VO + q(V) is bijective. 
Applying this construction to the mapping ~l,_,(~)“~~ : x-‘(L) n A0 + L we get a 
required sub-Pfaffian curve CO CAO. Since there are only a finite number of connected 
components of CO (see Corollary A.3), there exists a connected component C such 
that n(C) is an interval of a length ra > 0 for a certain ra E Rd. Then the completion 
C’(@) c RF3 is a connected component of the curve Cf’) c RF! (see Section A.3). 
Fix a nonsingular point x E C (due to Corollaries A.1 and A.4, C has only a finite 
number of singular points). Denote by r c RX the tangent line to C at x, then its com- 
pletion rcE3) C rWt3 is tangent to C cp7). After a suitable linear coordinate transformation ‘- 
(defined over Rs) one can assume that x = 0 and r coincides with the axis X,,. Denote 
by y the projection mapping on the axis X,. 
There exists 0 < ,u E R;i satisfying the following properties: 
(i) the unique connected component c of the intersection Cn{-p < X, < ,u} c I&!;, 
containing 0, is a nonsingular curve and the mapping y-’ : (-11, p) + c is definable 
and doubly differentiable; 
(ii) there exists 0 < 1. E [WS such that for any y E (-_cL,~) the inequality 
IIy-‘(0,. . .,O,y) - (0 ,..., O,y)Il diJy12 holds. 
One can prove the existence of ,u for the curves in R” using the Taylor formula, 
and then for C applying the transfer principle. 
The transfer principle also implies that (i), (ii) hold for the completions ~(“3) c C(Q) 
and any y E (-,u, ,u)(“‘). 
The angle between a line e and a hyperplane 9 in Rg! is defined as the difference 
between 7112 and the angle between G and the vector orthogonal to 9. Observe that 
there exists 0 < v G R,, such that if n normalized vectors ui,. . . , u, E Rc, satisfy 
the inequality / det(ci , . . . c,)l > ~1, then for any hyperplane 9 there is i, 1 <i<n, for 
which the sine of the angle between v, and 9 is greater than v (actually, one could 
take v = ai/2 but we will not use this particular value). 
Introduce the sub-Pfaffian set v c rw;? consisting of all the points 
z = (zi , , z, ) E RfT such that 
(1) z E {f = E3), lznl < p; 
(2) the sine of the angle between grad,(f - ~3) and the hyperplane {X, = 0} is 
greater than v; 
(3) for a given z, the minimum of the distance to the axis X, (i.e. of the function 
(XF + . + X,f_, )‘12) on the set of all the points satisfying (1) (2) is attained at z. 
Let us apply the above construction to the projection y : V + (-,u,,u). The construc- 
tion supplies us with a sub-Pfaffian subset VO c V such that each nonempty preimage 
y-‘(y) contains exactly one point from VO. Therefore dim( VO)< 1. 
We claim that, actually, dim( VO) = 1. Suppose the contrary, then VO would consist 
of a finite number of points (see Corollary A.4). We show, however, that VO contains 
infinitely many points. 
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Indeed, take an arbitrary point y E [wa n (-,u, cl) and the (unique) point w E ( 
such that y(w) = (0,. . . ,O, JJ). Since c c A,) there exists (see Definition 4 of O-angle 
points) a point wl E Aa such that st(wl ) = w, therefore (see Definition 2 of O- 
quasiangle points) there exists a point ~‘2 E {.f = Q} for which //WI - M’~]I <a? and 
the sine of the angle between the vector grad,V,(f‘ ~ ~3) and the hyperplane {X,, = 0) 
is greater than 11 (see (0)). Because slIJw1 -- w]( = 0 and for the orthogonal projection 
IIY(W> - >J(“/>II .. II < w2 - wll, we deduce that s~(J(vv~)) = st(y(w)) = “J(W). Since the 
point w2 satisfies the conditions (l), (2) in the definition of Y, there exists a point 
~‘3 E {,f = i:3 } such that y(w3) = 7(w2), the sine of the angle between grad,, (,f’ - 1:3 ) 
and the hyperplane {X, = 0} is greater than v, and ~‘3 has the minimal distance to the 
axis .& among the points with these properties. Then ~53 E V. 
Thus, we have shown that for each point y E [wa n (-,u, p) there exists a point 
w3 E V such that .~t(^y’(w3)) = (0,. . ,O, y). Because of the above construction, there 
exists the unique point w4 E Va for which ;‘(wb) = ;J(w~). Hence Va contains an infinite 
number of points, i.e. dim( I’s) = 1. 
Let Va = Ui % ‘; be the decomposition of Va into the connected components. Since 
Vu is sub-Pfaffian, it has only a finite number of singular points and a finite number 
of points at which the tangent to the curve Va is orthogonal to the axis X, (i.e. of the 
critical points of the mapping y), here we invoke Corollaries A.1 and A.4. It follows 
that each %“‘; admits a finite partition %“, = U,, %“;j U Uj, u,,, , where every % .,, is a 
nonsingular connected sub-Pfaffian curve (without the endpoints) not containing the 
critical points of 7, and every uli, is a set consisting of a single point. 
We have shown above that st(y( Vo)) = [-,u,P]. Since ~(7 -‘ii) c(-p., p)(“‘) is con- 
nected (as an image of a connected curve), it is an interval, hence st(;~( 3 ‘,, )) c[ -p, 111 
is a closed interval. Therefore, there are io,jo for which an interval I = st(;:( % ‘,,,,,,)) 
has a positive length 111 E Iwd, besides I contains 0 and does not lie entirely to the left 
of 0. 
Due to the implicit function theorem, one may represent the curve % ‘iolil in a paramet- 
rical form: (Xl (X,), ,X,_ 1 (X,),X,) where X1,. ,X,_ 1 are smooth functions. Observe 
that for any point z = (Xi(z,),. .,X,_ I(z,),z,) E Y ‘,,),,) the tangent vector (Xi(z,,),. _. , 
Jf,,-l (z,), 1) at this point to the curve % ^ ioio has a sine of the angle with the axis X,, 
greater than v, since this tangent vector is orthogonal to grad,(f - Q), taking into ac- 
count inclusions Va C V C{f = ~3). In other words, c, <,<n_l(Xi(z,))2 > \I’/( 1 -v’). 
For each pair of indices 1 Q i < j <II - 1 either there are at most a finite number of 
the tangent vectors (Xl(z,), . ,X+_I(Z,), 1) at the points of the curve % ,(,,,, such that 
X;(z,$) = *Xj(z,,) or all these vectors satisfy one of the two conditions: X,(2,) = X,(z,,) 
or X,(z,) = -X,(Z,,), because % -iajo is sub-Pfaffian. Therefore, there exists a connected 
sub-Pfaffian curve % c Y^i,~o for which the length of the interval st(y(% ‘)) E li&~ is 
positive, besides st(y(V)) contains 0 and does not lie entirely to the left of 0. Apart 
from that, either ]~(z,)] # ]Xj(zn)i, f or any pair 1 <i < j <n ~ 1 and any point 
(X~(Z,),...,~,_~(Z,),Z,) E Y’, or for a certain pair l<i <,j<n - 1, one of the two 
conditions Xl(zn) = Xj(zn) or Xi(z,) = -Xj(Zn) holds for any point from %‘. Let us 
assume that IXl(zn)l # ]Xi(zn)l f or any pair 1 <i < j<n- I (the case iXi(z,,)] = ]X,(Z~)~ 
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can be treated in a similar way). There exists s, 1 ds<n - 1, such that ]~~(z,)I > 
]&(zn)i, 1 < j<n - 1, s # j, for all the points for V”. Moreover, JI!~(z~) has a constant 
nonnegative sign for all the points from Y. For definiteness suppose that $s(z,) > 0 
for all the points from V (the case J?Jz,) < 0 can be considered in a similar manner). 
Then &(z,) > v/((n - l)(l - v2))‘j2 = vg E R,, and vg > 0. 
Let an interval [0, /_Q] c st(y( Y)) C[-p, ,u] where 0 < ~2 E [wa. Then for any ,Q, 
~4 E IQ, such that 0 < ~3 < ,Q < ,LQ, the completion of the interval [,u3,~4](“j) c y(V). 
Since X,(z,) > vo for any z, E [p3,,u4] (Q), for any point ye E [/_Q,P~](Q) the inequality 
x,(V) - xs(P3) 3 vo(yl - P3) 
holds. Indeed, the latter statement could be written as a formula of the first-order theory 
of real closed fields, in the case of the field R it is true because 
I 
1’ 
&(v) - x,(P3 > = x, 3 vo(v - p3 ), 
JP3 
then use the transfer principle. 
Let y E (-p, p) Ti R;i. We have proved above that for the unique point 
w = y-‘(O,..., 0, y) E c c A0 there exists a point WI E 10 such that st(wt ) = w, 
besides there exists a point w2 E {f = Q} such that llwr - w2 I( < ~2 and the sine of the 
angle between the vector grad,Z (f - ~3 ) and the hyperplane {X, = 0} is greater than v. 
Then the distance from w2 to the axis X, does not exceed IIw2 - wr II + l]wr -w/J + JIw - 
(O,...,O,y)ll<~2 + llwl - wII +;ly2<&y2 for 3, E [we, introduced in (ii) above, and 
any i < ,?,a E Rd. So the distance to the axis X, from the unique point w4 E V,, for 
which y(w4) = 1/(w2), also does not exceed &y2. Note that ~t(~(w4)) = (0,. . . ,O, y). 
On the other hand if y E [,~3,~4] n [WS, then applying the above argument to the 
point (y + p3)/2 instead of y we prove the existence of a point wg E VO such that 
st(y(ws)) = (0,. ,O, (y + ,~3)/2) and the distance to the axis X, from the point ws 
does not exceed &((y + ~3)/2)~. Arguing as above, we get 
&(w4) -&(w5)3Voj~Y(~4) - Y(Ws)ll > VlbJ - P3)/2 
for arbitrary vr E R,, , 0 < VI < VO. Then either the distance from the point w4 to the 
axis X, or the distance from the point w5 to X,, is greater than VI (y - ,~s)/4, on the 
other hand both distances do not exceed &y2. Taking any y, 0 < y E [wa, such that 
y < vr/(vt + 420) and ,UX = y2, we get a contradiction because vr(y - y2)/4 > &y2. 
3. Flat points 
Definition 4. Let 0 <i <n - 1. A point x E Ai is i-flat if there exists an i-plane I7, 
passing through x such that dim(II n Ai) = i. 
Denote by di c Ai the set of i-flat points. Note that for i = 0 Lemma 4 implies 
that dimA 60, i.e. A0 consists of at most a finite set of points (see Corollary A.4) 
therefore $0 = Ao. 
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Lemma 5. (a) There is at most a finite number of’ i-plunes Il such thut dim 
(n n q$) = i; 
(b) 4, is contained in the union of (111 i-plunes described in (a). 
Proof. If +i = 0, the lemma is trivial, so suppose that $l # 0. Since 40 = A0 consists 
of a finite number of points, the lemma for the case i = 0 is obvious. So, in what 
follows we assume that i 3 1. 
(b) is evident. Note that if H satisfies (a) then dim(H n Ai) = i since (p, c A,. 
Introduce a set $I c 4I consisting of all the points y E 4, for which there exists an 
i-plane n passing through y, such that for suitable 0 < r E [WC) we have Lf,.(r)nlll c 4,. 
The set 3, is obviously sub-Pfaffian. 
Besides, dim Ji = i. Indeed, Lemma 4 implies that dim & <i. On the other hand as 
4, # 8, there exists i-plane Zl such that dim(U n A,) = i, hence II n Ai > n IO B,.,(r, ) 
for some yi E Tl, 0 < ri E RJ. Then I7 n Rx,(rl) c &, i.e. dim 4; >i. 
If suffices to prove that there exists only a finite number of i-planes ll for which 
dim(l7 n &) = i. This would imply the item (a) of the lemma since for any i-plane 
n such that dim(n n 4i) = i we have dim(n n &) = i. 
Denote by 4, c $i the set of all nonsingular points of $,. The set 4, 4, of all 
singular points is sub-Pfaffian and dim($; ii)<i ~ 1 (see Corollary A.1 and Lemma 
A.2). For any point y2 E ii there is the unique i-plane n’ such that for an appropriate 
0 < r2 t IWS we have B ,.2(r2) n n’ c I&. Then for a suitable 0 < r3 E R,,, a certain 
neighbourhood of y2 in $i coincides with B,.,(Q) n n’, moreover B,,,(Y~) n n’ is a 
neighbourhood of y2 in ii. 
If dim(J7 n 4,) = i for i-plane 111 then l7 n 3, contains a nonsingular point )‘3 E 
4, (since dim(& $,)<i - 1); moreover a neighbourhood of ~3 in $ coincides with 
B,.,(r?) f’ Il for a suitable 0 < r4 E [ws. Thus, it is sufficient to show that there are 
only a finite number of i-planes I7 such that dim(n n $,) = i. 
Each connected component of 8, is contained in an i-plane n, since for any point 
y4 c 4, its certain neighbourhood in ii coincides with B,,,(rs ) n L”’ for some 
0 < rg E [WJ and i-plane l7”. Because the number of connected components of $, 
is finite (see Corollary A.3) the number of i-planes n such that dim(ll n 4,) = i is 
also finite. 0 
Lemma 6. !f’u connected component ‘p qf c+!I, has N nonempty intersection cp n P, # 8 
nith cln i:fket Pi of P, then cp c P,. 
Proof. First we prove for a connected component cpo of 4, the following statement: 
if cpo n cl(P;) # 0 then cpo C cl(P,). Assume the contrary. Then there exists a point 
y E cpo n P, such that y E cl(cpo Pi) c cl(@, Pi). Due to Lemma 5, there is a finite 
family 9 of i-planes 17 such that dim( II n $i) = i and $i lies in the union of all these 
i-planes. Let us show that there exists Z7’ E 9, n’ # Pi such that ,J E H’. Indeed, let 
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yj Jo, y, where yj E ~0 \ Pi. For each j there is ZI” E 9 such that yj E II” (obviously 
II” # Pi). Since ?? is finite there exists an infinite subsequence yj,, 168 < co, and 
II”’ E .2? for which yj, E n”‘, lde < 00. Thus yEII”‘#Pi. 
Since 4i c Ai c W n lR2 (see the remark following Definition 4) the function f 
vanishes on the intersection of II”’ with the domain of f (see Lemma A. 1 ), taking 
into account that dim(ZZ”’ n &) = i. Besides UK,+,(Y) > 0,. . . , UK(Y) > 0, there- 
fore UK,+I,..., UK are positive also in B,(p) for an appropriate 0 < p E [WS. Hence 
n”’ n&(p) c W n IX!. This contradicts the inclusion W n rWt c I’(‘) because y belongs 
to the closure cl(Pi) of the i-facet of the convex polyhedron PCs). Thus cpo c cl(Pi), 
and the statement is proved. 
To complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that cp n (cl(Pi) \ Pi) = 8. If 
z E cp n (cZ(P,) \ Pi) then there is another i-facet Pi of P such that z E cZ(Pi). Then, 
by the proved above, cp c cl(P!), this contradicts cp n Pi # 0. 0 
Our next purpose is to explicitly describe (see Lemma 7 below) the sufficient condi- 
tion for the i-flatness of a point x E Ai by means of the Pfaffian formula with a purely 
existential quantifier prefix. 
Let ZI be an i-plane containing x and, for some points VI,. . . , vi E Ii’nAi, the vectors 
vi-x,..., vi --x be linearly independent. Denote by yi, , Y(i+l)n the coordinates of the 
vectors X, vi,. . . , vi. Due to Lemma A.9( l), the degree of sub-Pfaffian transcendency 
[Yi ,...,~(i+i),Jn, d(i+l)ndn2. Introduce the points ~0’) =~+~,~,,~@)(u~-x) E II, 
1djdn2+1. 
Lemma7. Let thepointsx,vl,...,viEAinn. Zf,(l),...,,(nZ’l)~Ainn, thenx is 
i-jlat and moreover dim(Ai n II) = i. 
Proof. Suppose that, on the contrary, dim(Ai n II) < i - 1. Consider the sub-Pfaffian 
set d c @+i)n+i 
b consisting of all the points 
for which (yi, . ..,Yn)+CIQe~iZG((YL,l,..., YY,~) - (yi,. . . , yn)) E Ai (cf. the expres- 
sions for w(j)). Then & is definable over [WI since Ai is definable over [wi (see 
the remark following Definition 4). Besides dim( d n {( yi , . . . , yn, yl,l , . . , yi,,, . . . , yi,l , 
. . . ) yi,,) = (71,. . . , y(i+ljn)}) = dim(Airln) di- 1 by the supposition. According to Def- 
inition A.10, this means that [(S’,j’,. ,6!“) : (71,. . .,~ci+l)~)]a, <i- 1 for each 1 <j< 
n* + 1 since JV(~) E Ai n Ii’. Applying Lemma A. 10 several times, proceeding by induc- 
tion on j, and taking into account that [(S’,j’, . ,6!“) : (?I,. . .,y(i+l)n,bi*), . . ., Sj”,. . . , 
&-“, . . .) 8;j-‘))]n, d [(S’,j’ ,. . . ,61”) : (yi,. . ,Yci+i)n)]n, we obtain the inequality 
[Yl, . . . ,J++i)n,S(ll),. . ,61’), . . . ,g;j, ,...,6~j&, <n2 + j(i- 1) for each 0<j<n2 + 1. 
Putting j = n2 + 1 leads to a contradiction since [yl , . . , y(i+l ),,, S{“, . . . , Sl”, . . . , 
@+I) ,...,px+‘) ]w, 
Lemma A.9{2). 0 
>[di”, . .,i$‘), . . ,dy*“), . . ,d~*“)]~, = i(n2 + 1) because of 
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Definition 6. A point y E 2, is called i-pseudoflat if there exist the points cl,. , c, 
E ii such that 1 det(z;r -y,. . , v,-~)~(til-y,...,~i-y)l > FI (where(ul-yl,...,ci-~)’ 
denotes the transposition of an n x i matrix with the columns cl - y,. , c, - y) and 
the points Y + C,,/,i 6(ri)(,/ - y) E Al;, 1 <jQ? + 1. 
The sub-Pfaffian set of all i-pseudoflat points is denoted by &. 
Lemma 8. rf’ dim( W n Pi) = i then W n P, n R” c &. 
Proof. Let X E W n Pi n R”. Take arbitrary points c’~, . , ci E W n P, n R” such that 
the vectors c, - X, . . . , vi - X are linearly independent, then 
R 3 1 det(cr -2,. . , vi - X)T(~I - 2,. . ,ci -X)1 > 0, 
obviously 
/ det(vr - X,. . . , EL - X)T(V, - 2,. . .,@{ - X)1 > Cl. 
The distance from a point tit(j) = X + C,C/<i 6y’(cc - X) E iwi to X is infinitesimal 
relative to [WI for each 1 <j <n2 + 1. Lemma 3 implies that G,(i) E A,, 1 <.j <n2 + 1, 
hence X E & by Definition 6. 0 
Lemma 9. st(&) c 4;. 
Proof. Let 2; E & and ~‘1,. . . , c, E Ai satisfy Definition 6. Observe that 1 det(st(cr ) - 
st(_), . ,st(tl,) - st(p))T(st(C,) -St(y), . . Jtpj) - st(jq)l > &r/2, taking into account 
Lemma A.4 and that the points y, ~1,. . , Ui E Ai c W C P are R-finite (see Section A.2). 
Furthermore, st(>> + C, GiGi by)(st(c/) - St(y)) E st(&) = A,, 1 <j 6 n2 + 1. Denote 
by IZ the unique i-plane passing through the points st(v), st(cl ), ,st(tli). Lemma 7 
entails that st(y) E 4i and dim(I7 n A,) = i. 0 
Let 4; = Uj cP,-, & = Uj cp/ be the representations of & and 4{, respectively, 
as the unions of (necessarily sub-Pfaffian, see Section A.3) connected components. 
Lemmas A.6, and A.7 imply that st(@i) is a sub-Pfaffian connected set. Hence due to 
Lemma 9, for each j there is C? such that st(@j) c cp/. For any i-facet P, of P such 
that dim( W n P, n W) = i, Lemma 8 entails that W n P, n R” c &. Take a point 
x E IV n P, n R”, then x E (pi for a certain j. It follows that st(Gj) c qr for a suitable 
P, thus x = st(x) E st(@j) C (pt. Due to Lemma 6, Q/ C P,. So, to any facet P, such 
that dim( W n P; n KY) = i corresponds (not necessarily unique) connected component 
cp,> and to different such i-facets Pi, P: correspond different connected components, 
respectively. Thus, we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 10. The number of i-facets P, such that dim( W fIP, n R”) = i does not exceed 
the number of connected components of &. 
Observe that & can be defined by a Pfaffian formula $ having a prefix with only 
existential quantifiers. Moreover, the prefix contains 0(n4) quantifiers, since for each of 
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0(n2) points ut , . . , Vi, y + cl<f,j @)(v/ - y), 1 <j d n2 + 1, the formula r/j expresses 
the condition of membership to the set Ai (see Definition 6), which, in turn, requires 
O(n2) existential quantifiers (see Definitions 2 and 3), namely for the coordinates of 
the points yt, . . . , y,. The polynomials occurring in $, and the polynomials of the type 
go,j occurring in the definition of Pfaffian functions us,. . , UK (see the beginning of 
Section 1) have degrees less than O(dn) (cf. (0)). The number of all these polynomials 
(i.e. the number of atomic subformulas of $) can be bounded by n’(‘)K (see Lemma 
1 and Definitions 2 and 3). Therefore, the number of all connected components of the 
sub-Pfaffian set & does not exceed 2Kz(dn K) ‘w+“) due to Corollary A.2. Together , 
with Lemma 10 this implies the following lemma. 
Lemma 11. The number of i-facets Pi such that dim( WnPinR”) = i does not exceed 
2K’(dnK)O(K++ 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem one observes that the Pfaffian compu- 
tation tree Y contains at most 3K branches and for each 0 <i <n - 1 for each i-facet 
Pi there is a branch of Y such that dim( W’ n Pi n IF) = i, where W’ is the accepting 
set corresponding to this branch. Hence N <3K2KZ(dnK)o(K+n4). Together with the 
assumption N > (dn) ‘cnJ “gd), this entails the inequality K > sZ( v’&$). 
Appendix. Sub-Pfaffian sets 
A. I. Gabrielov’s theorem and Khovanskii’s bound 
In this section we give definitions and describe some properties of concepts related 
to Pfaffian functions and to the subsets of R” defined by these functions. We skip all 
the proofs which could be found elsewhere. 
The concept of Pfaffian function was introduced by Khovanskii [ 19,201, who had 
established their fundamental properties. 
Definition A.l. A subset A c C” is called complex analytic variety if any point of C” 
has a neighbourhood U such that the intersection A f~ U coincides with the set {gi = 
. . . = gk = 0} n U, where gi,. . . , gk are complex analytic (holomorphic) functions on 
U (see e.g. [21]). 
We say that a real analytic function f has a domain G c R” if there is an open 
subset 3 c R” such that f is defined on Y and G c 9. 
Definition A.2. (a) A Pfaffian chain of length r and degree dl3 1 is a sequence of 
real analytic functions fi,. . , fr with the following properties: 
1. For each 1 <j <r there exists a complex analytic function fj defined in a subset 
Gj c C”, such that C” 5 Gj is a complex analytic variety, and fi is the restriction of fj 
on R”. 
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Observe that as real analytic function J) has a domain G, c G, n 5%“. 
Let G = n l<,<rGj and G=fh,jGrGj. 
2. Every ,j;, 1 6 j 6 r, satisfies a Pfaffian equation 
V,(X) = c s,,(x,.fl(x),...,J;(~)) dx 
ICl<f? 
for ldj6r. Here X=(4 ,..., X,), gL, E WXy~,...,y,l, deg,, ,,,,,, yi(gij)ddl. 
(b) A function f(X) = P(X, fi (X), . , j&Y)), where P E R[X, Yl,. , Y,.], 
degxr ,,,,,, r (P) dd2, is called a Pfaffian function (with a Pfaffian chain ,f,, ,,f;.) of 
length Y and degree d = dl i- d2. 
Note that our definition of a Pfaffian function is more restrictive than a usual one 
(see ]I1 9,201) due to the requirement of existence of ,f,. 
Examples (thr exposition follo~~s [S]). (1) Pfaffian functions of length 0 and degree 
d + 1 are polynomials of degree not exceeding d. 
(2) The exponential function f(X) = e Ux is Pfaffian of length 1 and degree 2, with -_ 
G = C, G = R, due to the equation 
d.f(X) = af(X ) dX 
(3) The function f(X) = l/X is Pfaffian of length 1 and degree 3 with G 
0} c C, G = {X # 0} c R, due to the equation dJ’(X) = -f2(X)dX. 
(4) Logarithm f(X) = In(X) is Pfaffian of length 2 and degree 3 with G 
0} c C, G = {X > 0) c R, 
d.f‘(X) = s(X)dX, dy(X) = -g’(X)dx, 
where g(X) = l/X. 
(5‘) Tangent f(X) = tan(X) is Pfaffian of length 1 and degree 3 with 
c= n {X#;+kn)cC, G=cn~, 
kEL 
due to the equation df(X) = (1 + f2(X)) dX. 
(6) Cosine cos(X) is Pfaffian of length 2 and degree 3 with 
?;= n {X#71+2k71}c@, G=Gn[W, 
kEZ 
due to the equations 
cos(X) = 2f(X) - 1, df(X) = -f(X)g(X) dX, dg(X) = l/2(1 + y2(X))dX. 
where .f(X) = cos*(X/2) and g(X) = tan(X/2). 
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(7) Sine f(X) = sin(X) is Pfaffian of length 3 and degree 3 in 
G= n {X#7c+2k7r}c@, G=G’nR, 
AEH 
due to the equations df = g(X)& where g(X) = cos(X). 
Let us now list some elementary properties of Pfaffian functions, describing the 
behaviour of their parameters under the basic operations (the proofs are simple, see 
e.g. [W. 
(1) The sum and the product of two Pfaffian functions fi and fz of lengths ri and 
r2, degrees dl and dl, with G = Hi, G = El, G = HI, G = Hz, respectively, are 
Pfaffian functions of length r1 fr2, degree dl + d, and with G = Hi nfi2, G = HI nH2 
for both the sum and the product. If two Pfaffian functions are defined by the same 
Pfaffian chain of length Y, the length of the sum and the product is also r. 
(2) A partial derivative of a Pfaffian function of length r and degree d is a Pfaffian 
function of length r and degree 2d. 
(3) Let X = (Xi,. . . ,X,), Z = (Zi,. . . ,Zf) be tuples of variables and f be a Pfaffian 
function in X,Z of length r-1, degree dl and with G = I?, c (En+‘, G = HI c KY’+/. 
Let h = (h,,..., hf) be an 8-tuple of Pfaffian functions in X of length r-2, degree d2, 
with a common Pfaffian chain, with G = g2 c C”, G = H2 c KY, such that (x, h(x)) E 
HI for all x E Hz. Then the complex anal@c function $ E f(X, i(J)) (see (a)( 1) 
of Definition A.2) is defined in a subset Hj c C” such that U? \ H3 is a complex 
analytic variety of a dimension smaller than n. Indeed, the preimage of the complex 
analytic variety C n+i 5 I?, in C” I, 22, under the map i, is also a complex analytic , 
variety different from C” since 6 is a composition of analytic functions. Therefore, the 
dimension of this preimage is less than n (see [21]). An easy computation (see [S]) 
shows that g = f(X, h(X)) is a Pfaffian function in G2 of length rl + r2 and degree 
did2. 
Lemma A.l. Let f be a Pfa@ian function with G c R” and L c R” a p-plane. If 
there exist x E G n L and r, 0 < r E R, such that f vanishes in the intersection 
L n B,(r) then f vanishes in G n L (here B,(r) denotes an open n-dimensional ball 
centred at x with radius r). 
Proof. Consider the complex analytic function f corresponding to f as in Definition 
A.2, and the complex p-plane L”, defined in C” by the same system of linear equations 
as L. Since 2 is an irreducible complex analytic variety, either it is contained in the 
variety C” \ 5 or in the complex dimension dimo(L n (C” S, G)) < dimo(l”) (by the 
dimension of the intersection theorem, see [21]). The first alternative is impossible 
because x E L c 2. Since dim(L n B,(r)) = p, the second alternative implies that the 
complex analytic function f is defined on p-plane i everywhere except a subset L %,6 
of a dimension less than p, and vanishes on a subset of complex dimension p. Since 
G n t is connected in the topology with the base of all open balls of L”, treated as 2p- 
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dimensional real space, we conclude that J? vanishes on i il 5. Hence 1 is identically 
zero on L. It follows that the restriction ,f of ,f vanishes on G n L c R”. 0 
Next we define by induction two closely linked notions: quantifier-free Pfaffian for- 
mula and semi-Pfaffian set. Again, our definitions will be more restrictive than the 
original ones (see [ 19,20,7]). 
Definition A.3. Let ho be a Pfaffian chain of length 1, with ho defined in 1w”. A 
quantifier-free formula of rank 0 is an expression of the form 
Q(O) = v (A’p’ = ‘. = f,;;, = 0 & yip’ > 0 & “. & (!I;(;,, > 0). (1) 
I <i<.S” 
where ,f;c,“‘,yj~’ are Pfaffian functions (called atomic functions), with ho as a common 
Pfaffian chain (see Definition A.2(b)), thus, in particular, ,~~‘,yj~’ are defined in [w”. 
Suppose that we had already defined a concept of a quantifier-free Pfaffian formula 
x(‘) of rank (, Ode E Z. A semi-Pfaffian set W c R”, determined by xc’), is the set 
of all points x E Iw”, satisfying I(‘). We write W = {x(‘)}. A quantifier-free Pfaffian 
formula of rank t + 1 is of the form 
&/-I, _ - v (Al/+‘) = “. = $:i) = 0 & yy > 0 &... & (,&J,), > 0). 
I <1Q.Y,+, 
where &““, gljf” are Pfaffian functions with the common Pfaffian chain ho,. , h,+ 1. 
Here the function h/+1 is defined in a domain G which is a closure of a semi-Pfaffian set 
of the kind {y(‘)}, where I(/) / IS a quantifier-free Pfaffian formula of rank L. Functions 
,f$“~“,g~~“’ together with all atomic functions occurring in the description of $‘) are 
called atomic functions of @(‘+‘). 
Example. The set {tan(X) = 0 & a < X < 6) c R, where -42 < a < b < rr/2, 
is semi-Pfaffian, defined by a quantifier-free Pfaffian formula. On the other hand, the 
set {tan(X) = 0) n UkEn{a + kn < X < b + kn} c [w for -742 < a < b < 71!2 (cf. 
Example (5) above) is not semi-Pfafhan. 
Definition A.4. Fix a certain R, 0 < R E [w, and let ;X” c R” be the n-dimensional 
cube centred at the origin and having an edge with length 2R. A Pfaffian formula is an 
expression of the form $ = Qr Yr Q2 Yz . . Q,Y,(@) where @ is a quantifier-free Pfaffian 
formula of arbitrary rank (called quantifier-free part of $) with atomic functions in n+t 
variables Yr,. , Y,,Xr,. .,X, and Q,, 1 <j <t, are quantifiers 3 or V’, each restricted 
on the interval (-R,R) c R. A sub-Pfaffian set V c IF?‘, determined by I/J, is the set 01 
all points x E x‘“, satisfying $. We write V = {$}. 
We say that two Pfaffian formulas I/I, $’ are equivalent if { $} = {r,V}. 
Definition A.5 The local dimension dim,(V) of a set V at a point x E V is the 
maximal p, 06 p E Z, such that the linear projection of a neighbourhood of x in 
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V onto a coordinate p-subspace (along all the rest of the coordinates) contains a p- 
dimensional ball. The dimension dim(V) of V is the maximal value dim,X( V) for all 
x E v. 
Definition A.6. A point x of a set V c R”, with dim(V) = p, is called analytically 
nonsingular (or nonsingular) if a neighbourhood of x in V is analytically diffeomorphic 
(respectively, C’-diffeomorphic) to an open p-dimensional ball. Denote by V,” (or by 
V”) the set of all analytically nonsingular (respectively, nonsingular) points of V. The 
points of the set Vg = V V,” (respectively V* = V 5 V”) are called analytically singular 
(respectively, singular). 
For a set V c R” denote by cl(V) its closure in the topology with a base of all open 
balls in R”. 
Definition A.7. For a set V c Rn the disjoint family { 6) of subsets V, c V is called 
a smooth stratification of V if 
1. v = uj c, 
2. each 6, called a stratum, is an analytic manifold in R”, 
3. if VJICZ( V’) # 8, then Vi ccZ(Vj) and dim( 6) < dim J+. 
Proposition A.1 (116,261). For any sub-PfafJian set V c R” there exists a jinite 
smooth stratijication. 
Corollary A.l. dim(V*) < dim(V). 
Proof. The inequality dim( Vz) < dim(V) directly follows from Proposition A.l, the 
inequality dim( V*) < dim( V,C) follows from the obvious inclusion V* c Q*. 0 
Lemma A.2. For a sub-Pfafian set V c R” the subsets V” and V* are sub-PfaafJian. 
Proof. The sets V” and V* can be described by appropriate Pfaffian formulas involving 
a Pfaffian formula defining V. 0 
Definition A.8. For a set V c R” the boundary dV is a subset of all points x E W 
such that for every T, 0 < Y E R, the intersections B,(r) n V # 0, B,(r)n(R” ‘I V) # 0. 
Lemma A.3. For a sub-Pfu@zn set V c R” the dimension dim(8V) <n - 1. 
Proof. Let {vi} be a finite smooth stratification of V, see Proposition A. 1. Suppose 
first that dim(V) < n. Then, the closure cZ( V) = Ui cZ( V, ) = Ui ~3Vi = 3V. On the 
other hand, dim(cl( V)) = dim(V) [7], hence the lemma is valid in this case. 
Now let dim(V) = n. The set V is representable as V = V,,, U Vmin, where V,,,,, 
is the union of all n-dimensional strata of V, and L&i,, is the union of the remaining 
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strata (of smaller dimensions). Then 
dim(?V) < dim(?V,,,,, U zv,i,) = dim((cQV,,,,) v,,,) U Fv,,,) 
= max{dim(cl( Vmax) I’,,,,,), dim(?V,,,)}. 
According to [7], dim(cl( Vmax) Vmax) < dim( I’,,,,,). The inequality dim(?V,,,)<tI- I 
was proved before. 0 
Definition A.9. Let I// be a Pfaffian formula having N atomic Pfaffian functions in n 
variables with the same Pfaffian chain of length Y and degrees less than d. The 4-tuple 
(N,n, r,d) is called the format of $. 
Proposition A.2 ([7], Theorem 2). For u I’fafian jbrmula $ of a fiwmut (N, II, r, d) 
there exists an equivalent formula *’ having only existentiul quantifiers, and of’ the 
,ftirmut (N’. n’, r’, d’), where the values N’, n’, r.‘, d’ ure bounded ,fkjm uhow hi, the 
value of’ a suitable Junction in N, n, Y, d. 
Proposition A.3 ([7], Theorem 1). For u sub-Pf@an set {$} c R” with u Pj@zun 
j~wn~ulu t,b of u ,fi,rmat (N, n, Y. d ), any of its connected components cun be defined 
b!x u Pjk#iun jin-mula of a jtirmat (N’, n’,r’,d’), where the values N’, n’,r’, d’ ure 
hounded ,fkjm above by the value of’ an uppropriute jimction in N, n, r,d. 
Proposition A.4 ([19,20]). The number (?f connected components of u semi-k’fG#iun 
set {@} +jined bq‘ a quantijer-free ,fiwmula @ sf the formut (N,n, r.d) does not 
e.vceed 2’-n()(“)( Nd)%+“). 
There is a generally adopted conjecture that, under the hypothesis of Proposition 
A.4, the bound n’(‘)(Nd)‘(‘+“) is actually true. 
Corollary A.2. The number of connected components oj’ u sub-Pj@un set { IJI}, de- 
,fined by u formulu $I of the format (N.n,r,d) in 1rhich onlJ1 exhtentiul quuntjjiers 
cun occur, does not exceed 2”-n’(‘)(Nd )OCr+“). 
Proof. It is sufficient to note that the number of connected components of a projection 
of a set does not exceed the number of connected components of the set itself. ;7 
Corollary A.3. The number of the connected components ojun urbitrary sub-F’fi&un 
set {I,!J}. defined by a formula $ of u ,ftirmut (N,n, r, d), is finite, moreover. it is 
bounded ,fi-om above by the value oj a certain ,function in N. n, I’, d. 
Proof. Apply to $ successively Proposition A.3 and Corollary A.2. 
Corollary A.4 A zero-dimensional sub-Pj$j?un set in R” is jinite. A sub-ef@uian set 
in R’ is u ,jinite union of points and (open, closed or semiclosed) intervuls. In each 
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case the number of points or intervals is bounded from above by the value of a certain 
function in the format of a formula representing the sub-PfafJian set. 
Proof. Directly follows from Lemma A.2 and Corollary A.3. q 
A.2. Sub-Pfafian sets over nonstandard extensions of reals 
In the main text of the paper we consider the extensions of the field R with ‘bon- 
standard” (in particular, infinitesimal) elements. The following digest from nonstandard 
analysis is taken from [27], for a detailed exposition see [6]. 
There exists a sequence of ordered fields 
in which the field [Wk, k 2 1, contains an element &k > 0 infinitesimal relative to the 
elements of [W&i (i.e. for every positive element a E R&l the inequaltiy &k < a is 
true). In addition, for every function cp : R;_, --+ [W&l there exists a natural eXteIWiOn, 
being a function cp from Ri to [Wk. It follows, invoking characteristic functions, that 
each subset S c R;_, has a natural extension to IF!;. We say that Rj is a nonstandard 
extension of Iwi for 0 <i < j. 
Consider the language yipk, k 20, of the first-order predicate calculus, in which the 
set of all function symbols is in bijective correspondence with the set of all functions 
of several arguments from [Wk taking values in [Wk and the only predicate is the equality 
relation. We shall say that the closed (i.e. containing no free variables) formula @ of 
the language yk is true in [Wk, k 3 0, if and only if the statement expressed by this 
formula with respect to [wk is true. The following “transfer principle” is valid: for all 
integers O<i < j the closed formula @ of Yi is true in Iwi if and only if it is true in 
Rj. 
An element z E iWk, k3 1, is called infinitesimal relative to Rj, j < k, if for every 
0 < w E Rj the inequality Iz( < w is valid. An element z E [Wk is called infinitely 
large if z = l/z’, where z’ is infinitesimal. If z E [Wk is not infinitely large relative to 
R,, z is called Rj-finite. 
One can prove [6] that if an element z E [Wk is Rj-finite then there exist unique 
elements zi E IRj and z2 E [Wk, where z2 is infinitesimal relative to Rj, such that 
z = z1 -I- ~2. In this case zi is called the standard part of z (relative to Rj) and is 
denoted by z1 = stj(Z). One can extend the operation stj (componentwise) to vectors 
from IRi and (elementwise) to subsets of R;. 
In what follows, all the functions cp we shall consider in Rt, k>O, will be Pfaffian. 
By this we mean that for each cp there exists a Pfaffian function 40’ definable over R 
(i.e. in the sense of Definition A.2) such that cp is the result of a replacement of some 
variables in cp’ by some elements of [Wk. 
Moreover, we assume that the domain G c rWi of cp is a sub-Pfaffian set, defined 
by a Pfaffian formula n with atomic functions definable over R’ and some variables 
replaced by elements from [Wk. We say that cp is definable over [Wk. 
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For any ( > k, the same function (p’, formula 17 and the replacements determine the 
function &‘I : G(‘) + R / which coincides with cp in rWi and is called the completion 
of q over R,, similarly G(‘) c rW; (determined by II) is called the completion of G 
over IR,. 
Basic notions, introduced in Section A. 1, can be naturally extended to a nonstandard 
field Iwk for k > 0. Thus, we shall consider semi-Pfaffian sets, sub-Pfaffian sets. Pfaffian 
formulas, determined in R; by Pfaffian functions definable over Rk. In this case we 
say that the sets and formulas are definable over I&. 
If a sub-Pfaffian set W c lR;2: is determined in K&! by a Pfaffian formula @ with atomic 
subformulas definable over [Wk then the sub-Pfaffian set in R;l, / > k, determined by 
the same formula in which the atomic functions are replaced by their completions is 
called the completion of W and is denoted by WC’). 
Some of the basic statements proved earlier in this Appendix can be extended (us- 
ing the transfer principle) to the fields RI, for k > 0. This obviously concerns the 
statements: Lemma A.l, Corollary A.l, Lemma A.2, Lemma A.3, Proposition A.2. 
Corollary A.4. Propositions A.3, A.4 and Corollaries A.2, A.3 about the estimates of 
the connected components are also extendable (see below). 
The following lemma illustrates a use of the transfer principle and the notion of the 
standard part. 
Lemma A.4 Lrt .f : S 4 [Wk be a I’fqfian jbnction dqfined in a sub-Pf2#iun bow&d 
set S c R;. Denote by S ck”) the completion of S owr iWk+l and by ,+i4i ’ t/w com- 
pletion oj’,f‘. Then for uny point x t S(‘mt’) such that B,-(r) c SC”‘) j& some r. 0 < 
r E Iwk, the standurd part .stk(fck+” (x)) = ,f (stk(x)). If; in addition, there do not 
e,xi,U y t S and R, 0 < R E [Wk, such thut ,f(z) = 0 ,f br u/l z E B,.(R). und hcsidcs 
,f (IV) 3 0 ,fi)r all w E S, then 
Stk({.f (k-” = Ek+,}) = {f = O}. 
Proof. First, observe that any Pfaffian function is continuous. This is true for a Pfaf- 
fian function cp definable over R (since cp is analytic, see Definition A.2), then the 
Pfaffian formula of the language 90 expressing continuity is valid for the completion 
cp 1 t’) / 30 due to the transfer principle, and hence it is valid as well for Pfaffian func- 
tions definable over arbitrary [w(. The equality stk(fckA’)(x) = f(stk(x)) and thereby 
the inclusion stk({,f(“+‘) = Q+I }) c{ f = 0} follows from the continuity of ,f‘ and 
,f““‘I ) 
Yow let x E {f = 0). Take Y, 0 < Y E [Wk, such that B,(r) c S (cf. Definition A.2‘). 
Consider a sub-Pfaffian set D = (1l.v - z112 : z E S(“+“, f’“+“(z) = ck+,} c [w/, _,. If 
it is empty, then f tk+‘) is less than {&+I everywhere on the ball B,(r), by virtue of 
the theorem on intermediate values of continuous functions which holds for Pfaffian 
functions by the transfer principle, hence f vanishes everywhere on the ball B,(r) I-I W;l 
and we get a contradiction. Due to Corollary A.4 the set D consists of a finite union of 
points and intervals. Denote by u the minimum of these points and endpoints of these 
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intervals. If s&(u) > 0 then the function ftk+‘f on the ball ~~(~)n~~(~) takes values 
less than sk+r because of the continuity of f fkfl) Therefore, f vanishes everywhere . 
on the ball 
with a positive radius from [Wk (cf. above). The obtained contradiction shows that 
s&(u) = 0. Take any point w such that fck+‘)(,) = .sk+l and I(w-.#<u++~+~, then 
S&(W) =x. 0 
Lemma AS. Let a sub-P~~~a~ set W c rWi, defined by a Plazas ~or~~~~ II, be 
$nite. Then the ~om~~etio~ W (0 c iR$ G > k, of W eo~n~ides with W. 
Proof. Let W = {.x(I), . . . ,x(‘)}. Then the following formula of the language zk is true 
over If&: 
& U(x(‘)) & VX , * . . vxn . 
Ifsi< ( 
IG$..l ((~l,...,x,) # .@)I =+ -W& >...> xl> 
By the transfer principle, this formula is also true over Iwf. 0 
For a Pfaffian function f : G -+ I&, G c Ri a point x E G is called the critical point 
of f if the gradient vector (af /&!Yi,. . . , af/aX?,) (x) = 0. The value f‘(x) is called, in 
this case, the critical value of .f. The value which is not critical is called regular. 
COrOhry A.5. For a Pfafian &nction f dejinable over [Wk, any element a E iw/ : ii& 
jbr G > k cannot be a critical value off. 
Proof. Observe that the set rk c il+ of all critical values of f is sub-Pfaffian and 
definable over [Wk. 
Suppose first that k = 0. Then Corollary A.4 implies that & consists of a finite 
number of points and segments. Moreover, by Sard’s theorem, ZYi actually consists 
of a finite number of points. For all sub-Pfaffian sets of the form To and having a 
fixed format, the latter statement can be expressed by a formula of the language ~2’0 
(taking into account that the number of points is bounded via the format). Hence, by 
the transfer principle the statement is true for any k 20, i.e. rb is finite. 
According to Lemma A.5, the completion r”’ = & C Rk, and, therefore, a $2 rj’). 
0 
Corollary A.6 Let a Pfafian ,function 
f: G - &!k, GC!%k, 
be de&able over #& and f $0 on G. If d E Iwk t,, & for 8 > k then ,f (a) # 0. 
Proof. According to Lemma A.1 and Corollary A.4, the set W of roots of f is finite. 
Apply Lemma A.5 to W. 0 
A.3. Connected components qf sub-~fb$hm sets over n~~st~~d~rd ,$elds 
Now we are going to extend the notion of the connected component to the sub- 
Pfafhan sets definable over a;S$, k 2 I. Observe that a direct way to do this, starting 
with the topology on iwi with the base of all open balls, would lead to unnatural 
objects, e.g. the segment [0, I] c [Wk is not connected in this topology. The analogous 
construction of connected components for semialgebraic sets over nonstandard fields 
was described in [ 141. 
Let V = {II} be a sub-Pfaffian set in R” determined by a Pfaffian formula R. 
Proposition A.3 and Corollary A.3 imply the existence of a function w : N .--+ N 
such that if the elements of the 4-tuple format of II are bounded from above by some 
a f,* E N, then: 
1. The number of connected components does not exceed (I)(, 1“). 
2. For each connected component ?ri of V there exists a PfafKan formula II, of a 
format with components not exceeding w(N), such that Vi = {Ui}. 
It follows that for a given positive integer c,i”, there exists a Pfathan formula Q , 
of the language 90, expressing the existence of a decomposition of any sub-Pfaffian 
set V := {D} of the format of fT less than ._.b’ into its connected components 
such that the format of every fli and the number of Iii are less than a(._ 1 ‘). Moreover, 
the formula a , states that for each pair of indices ir # i2 the components { FZ;, } and 
(II;: > are “separated”, i.e. the following Pfaffian formula of the language _Y;Po is valid: 
v (X E {Ei,}>SZ z=- otf (y E {n,,>)(//.r - y;/ 2z). 
Besides, the formula Q, I’ claims the connectedness of every component {II;}, this 
means that there do not exist two “separated” sub-Pfaffian subsets of {flj>, each de- 
te~ined by a Pfafhan formula with format less than to(u(_,t“))_ 
Apart from that, for given positive integers ..4 ‘, .X one can verify a formula !2 , .I N 
of language 90 expressing the following statement. if a sub-Pfaffian set {II} (where 
the format of El is less than ,I ^) can be represented as a union of more than one and 
less than ..# pairwise “separated’ sub-Pfafhan sets, each being determined by a Pfaflian 
formula of 5?0 of a format less than _&‘? then (K7> can be represented as a union of 
more than one and less than co(N) pairwise “separated” connected sub-Pfaffian sets., 
each being determined by a Pfafhan formula of 90 of a format less than CL){. f ‘)_ 
Applying the transfer principle to the formulas Sz 1 , R. f’,, (1 for all positive integers 
.1‘, J?, we conclude that any sub-Pfaffian set, defined over R.k, k 2 0, can be uniquely 
represented as a union of its pairwise “separated” connected components, moreover, 
each component is sub-Pfa~an and is connected, i.e. it cannot be represented as a 
union of more than one pairwise “separated” sub-Pfaffian sets. 
Having defined the connected components of a sub-Pfaffian set definable over (WA. 
k30, one can use the transfer principle to extend to this set Propositjons A.3, A.4 and 
Corollaries A.2, A.3. 
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Lemma A.6. Let V C I$, WC R;,, be two sub-Pffian sets and V = stk(W). Let 
V = UVm, w=uw/ 
In i 
be the decompositions of the sets V, W into their connected components. Then, for ev- 
ery index m there exist such indices dl, . , tfx that st( Wf, U. . u Wly ) = I/, . Moreover, 
for each 8 there exists the unique index m such thut st( Wt) c V,. 
Proof. Is almost a verbatim repetition of the proof of Lemma 1 in [14]. 0 
For a sub-Pfaffian set W c Ri, k 3 0, we denote by cl(W) its closure in the topology 
in rWg with the base of all open balls. 
Lemma A.7 (cf. [25]). Let WY = {$y} c Rift be a sub-Pfaffian set determined by a 
Pfaffian formula $r in which the atomic Pfaffian functions are in variables Xi,. . . ,X,, 
Yi,. . . , Y,, 21,. . ,Z,, where the first n + t variables occur free. Let, for the sequence 
of fields [Wk C &+I C . . . C [wt, the element &k+i+i be infiniteSimd r&&T to [Wk+i for 
0 ,< i < t - 1. Denote by & the Pfaffian formula which is the result of the replacement 
of Y/ by &k+/ for every 1 6[6 t; let W, = {$,;} C Ri+,. Then the set V = stk( Wi:) C K$! 
is sub-Pfaffian. 
Proof. It is sufficient, due to Proposition A.2, to prove the lemma for the case rl/r = 
3Z,,..., 3Z,(@r) with quantifier-free @r. Observe that W, = n{@,} where @{: is a 
quantifier-free formula, being the result of the replacement of Yf by &k+/, 1 < / < t in 
@r, and 7c is the linear projection map on the subspace of coordinates XI,. . ,X,, along 
the coordinates Zi, . . . , Z,7. 
The proof can be conducted by induction on t, in which an ith induction step proves 
that the set Stk+t-_i(WC) is sub-Pfaffian. It will be obvious from formula (4) below that 
the output of the inductive step, namely, the set stk+f__i( WC), satisfies the requirements 
for the set W, of the lemma, i.e. there exists a sub-Pfaffian set Wh, determined by 
a Pfaffian formula It/b in variables Xi,. . . ,X,, Yi, . . , Yt_i, Z,l, . . . ,Zi,, where the first 
n f t - i variables occur free, such that stk+t_;( WC) = {$i}, where y$ is the result of 
the replacement of Y/ by ck+/ for every 1 <L d t - i. 
Thus, we assume that t = 1. 
We can identify the sets {@,:} and {@r & (Yi = &k+i)}. 
Let us prove that 
Stk({@Y & (YI = Ek+l)}) = c&{@Y & (YI > 0))) f- {y, = 0). (2) 
Observe that the right-hand side of equality (2) is a sub-Pfaffian set. 
Let x E stk({@y & (Yl = &k+l)}), then there exists z E {@y & (Yi = &k+i)} such 
that x = s&(z). Hence, x E { Yi = 0). Suppose that x 6 cl({@r & (Yt > 0))). Then 
there exists an element Y, 0 < r E [Wk, such that B,(r) n {@y & (Y, > 0)} = 8. This 
contradicts the inclusion z E {@r & (Yi = &k+t )} C{& & (Yt > O)}. 
Suppose now that 
x E cl({@r & (Yl > 0))) n {Y, = O}, 
i.e. x belongs to the right-hand side of (2). 
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Let us prove the following claim: for any element R, 0 < R E FQ, there exists an 
element CX, 0 < r E I&, such that for every p, 0 < 0 E Rk, /3 < x the intersection 
B,(R) fl{@?, 8.5 (Yi = P)> 
is nonempty. Indeed, since the set B,(R) n {Cpr & (Yt > 0)) is sub-Pfaffian, and thus 
has a finite number of connected components (see the considerations preceding the 
lemma), there exists a connected component U of this set such that x E cl(U). One 
can take as r the Yt-coordinate of any point from U and the claim is proved. 
It follows (with the help of the transfer principle) that for every fixed R, 0 < R E iwn, 
the intersection 
B,(R) n {@r & (YI = Q+I )> # 0. (3) 
Observe that the set A = { /\z-x//~ : z f {@y & (Yl = E~+I )}} c &+I is sub-Pfafhan. 
Due to Corollary A.4, A is a finite union of points and intervals. Let vv f I&+~ be the 
minimal among these points and the endpoints of these intervals. 
Suppose that x 6 &({@r & (Yi = Q+I)}), i.e. there does not exist z E {@P, & ( YI = 
ci~+i)} such that s&(z) = X. Thus, w > r: for an element 0 < r1 E Iwk. It follows that 
B,(rr ) n { Ipy & (Yi = sk+i )} = 0. This contradicts (3) for R = ~1, and equality (2) is 
proved. 
We have 
st/r(w~) = sfk(‘ll({@Y & (YI = &k+l>}>) 
= n(stk({QiY & (yl = Ek+l)})) 
= ~7(d({@Y & (Yl > 0))) n (Yl = 0)). (4) 
The latter set is obviously sub-Pfaffian, this proves the lemma. cl 
Lemma A.& Let W c [w;,, be a sub-Pfajian set, V = stk( W) C IF!:. Then dim(V)< 
dim(W). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, let dim W = 1” - 1, dim( V)>d. There exists a linear pro- 
jection z : Rf,, + F$+, definable over R such that dim(z( IV)) = dim(W), dim( Tt( V)) 
= P, here n(V) c [wg (actually “almost any” linear projection satisfies these proper- 
ties). Using the obvious identity &(x(w)) = x(&(w)) one can assume without loss 
of generality that dim(W) = n - 1, dim(V) = n. Hence Y contains a ball of a certain 
radius 0 < I E R&_ 
Fix some integer M which we will specify later. Making a suitable afhne trans- 
formation of the coordinates (definable over I&), we can assume that the following 
requirements are fulfilled (cf. Lemma 2). The set V contains n-dimensional cube X 
with a side 0 < r1 f l&, contained in the nonnegative octant and having the origin as 
one of its nodes. Moreover, we require that for each 1 <j d n and a j-plane P being the 
intersection of any (n - j) hyperplanes of the form Pi”’ = {x, -= (~/~)~, }, 1 6s <n, 
0 < m GM, the dimension dim( W n P) <:j - 1. 
Observe that the hyperplanes Pi”’ divide X in M” small cubes with sides rl/M. 
Moreover, for each 0 <j en and each j-plane P the intersection P n X is divided by 
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the same way in MJ j-facets being j-dimensional cubes with sides r-l/M (we assume 
here that a facet contains its boundary). Note that the boundary of the j-facet is the 
union of (j - 1 )-facets. Denote by Vj the number of j-facets which have common points 
with W. Denote by &j, 0 <j <n, the intersection of the set W n X with the union of 
all j-planes of the described form. Obviously, dj is a sub-Pfaffian set. Denote by Xj 
the number of connected components of <dj. 
We claim that vj <2(n-j+ l)vJ_i +Xj, 1 <j<n. Indeed, Vj <v~~‘+v~.“, where \$f) is 
the number of j-facets Q (‘1 which have common points with the connected components 
C(O) of ,Ce, such that 6’) has no common points with j-facets other than Q(O), and 
v’.‘) is the number of j-facets Q(‘) 
dbviously, vt!) 6 Mj. For j-facet 
not satisfying this property and Q(‘) n W # 0. 
Q (‘I take any connected component C(‘) of dj such 
that C(l) hak common points with some j-facet different from Q(l), then 6’) has a 
common point with a certain (j - I)-facet R from the boundary of Q(l), attach to 
Q(l) any such (j - 1)-facet R. Since any (j - 1)-facet R lies in the boundary of at 
most 2(n - j + 1) j-facets, R can be attached to at most 2(n - j + 1) j-facets. Hence 
vj” < 2(n - j + 1 )vj_ 1, which proves the claim. 
Corollary A.3 implies that there exists an integer c which depends only on the 
format of a Pfaffian formula defining the set W such that the number of connected 
components of the intersection of WnX with any j-plane does not exceed c. Therefore, 
Xj < c(M + 1 y-j. 
Clearly, vn = M” since stk( W) > X (indeed, if some n-facet does not intersect with 
W then its centre does not belong to stk( W)). Using the bound on Xj and the above 
proved claim we prove by induction on 0 <j d n - 1 the existence of integers cJ such 
that rn_j >( l/cj)M” for large enough arbitrary M. 
On the other hand, di consists of a finite number of points (since dim(&i) = 0), 
hence vo < ~1, then the proved claim (for j = 1) entails vi <(2n + 1)xi <c’A4’-’ for 
an appropriate integer c’, which leads to a contradiction for large enough M > c’c,_ 1. 
0 
A.4. Degree of sub-Pfafian transcendency 
Let I d ji < j2 and the elements yi,. . . ,yk, 81,. . , Of E RjBjz. Denote the coordinates 
in R;_+’ by Y,, . . . , Yk+/. ? 
Definition A.lO. The degree of sub-Pfaffian transcendency [(0,, . . . ,O,) : (71,. . . , yk)] 
= [(&,...,&) : (b..,-?k)]R,, is the minimal integer 330 such that there exists a 
sub-Pfaffian set S c RjBjz k+’ definable over Rj, such that (~1,. .,~k, 81,. .,(3/) E S and 
dim(S n {Y, = yi,.. ., Yk = Yk}) = s. 
When k = 0 we write simply [0i,. . . ,19/l. 
Observe that the definition correlates with the usual notion of degree of transcendency 
of the fields extension [F(Bi, . . . , lilt, ye ,..., yk) : F(yl,. .,yk)] replaCing Rj, by a field 
F and taking as S an algebraic variety. 
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Lemma A.9. (1) [Q, ,..., Q,+,]<[Q, ,..., f3,] + 1; 
(2) [a ,,-I,. , E,:] = ,j2 - j, (the injinitesinds c, KVW introduwd in Section A.2). 
Proof. (1) Let S c L$ be as in the definition, then the point ((I,, . , f3,+, ) belongs to 
the cylinder S x [w, c R$“. 
(2) Conduct the proof by induction on (jz - j, ). The base of induction for ,jz - 
j, = 0 is trivial. For the inductive step assume the contrary and let S c R:i-” be 
as in Definition A. 10 such that (a,, +, K _) E S and dim(S) = s < j, - j, - 1. Let 
,.:.., /- 
Y,. , Y;?-i, be the coordinates in Ri;-“. Consider the sub-Pfaffian set So = {y : 
dim({Y, = y} n S) = S} C RjBjz. Then dim(&) = 0, since dim(S) = S. Observe that 
So is defined over R,, , hence, due to Corollary A.4, SC, consists of a finite number of 
points all belonging to Rj,. Denote S, = {Y, = a,,+,} nSc{Y, = c,,+,} E E$~“-~‘_ 
Then dim(S, ) <s - 1, and one can apply the inductive hypothesis to the set S, , taking 
into account that (~:,,+2,. , cj2) t S,. C 
The following lemma is an analogy of the additivity of the usual degree of tran- 
scendency: [Fj : FI] = [Fj : F2] + [F2 : FI] for fields extensions FI c Fz c F;. 
Lemma A.lO. [y,, . . . ,yk, 01,. . . , Ut] = [YI,. . .,;*k] + [(OI,. ,(I/) : (~1,. ., 7x)]. 
Proof. Denote [?I,. .,;kk, 01,. .,OJ] = m, [;‘I,. ..yk] = p, [(O,,. . .d,) : (;:I.. ,;‘k )] 
= s. First prove: 
(1) m 6 p + s. Let a sub-Pfaffian set S be as in Definition A. 10. Consider the sub- 
Pfaffian set U, C R$ consisting of all the points (_v,, , yk) for which dim(S n {Y, = 
y,, . . . , Yh = yk})ds. Then U, is definable over Ri,. Due to Definition A.10 there 
exists a sub-Pfaffian set U C Rtz definable over Rj, such that (r,, . . , yk) E U and 
dim lJ = p. 
Denote by rr : R$” + Rf2 the natural projection onto the subspace with the coor- 
dinates Y,, , Yk. Consider the sub-Pfaffian set ‘I/ = S n ((U n U, ) x R:_ ) c Wfyf’ 
Then ?N is definable over Rj,, besides (y,,. . ,;‘A, 191.. , H,) E “1/. The dimension 
dim( ‘z/)<p + s, since dim($%))< dim(U) = p and for any point y E n( 12/) we 
have dim(‘# n n-‘(y))<s. 
(2) m 3 p + s. According to Definition A. 10 there exists a sub-Pfaffian set y c R)” 
definable over Rj, such that (I>,, . . . , ;‘k, 01,. ,t?, ) E Y and dim(Y“) = m. Denote 
dim( %” n {Y, = ;‘, , , Yk = ;‘k}) = ~1. Obviously s, 3s. Consider the sub-Pfaffian set 
V, C $ consisting of a11 the points (y,, , yk) for which dim( f n { Y, = y,. . Y, = 
)‘k})>s,. Then V, is definable over R,, and (7,. . , ;‘k ) E VI, therefore dim V, > p, 
Arguing similarly as in (1 ), we get m >sl + dim V, > s + p. 7 
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